
Another Exclusive Product of

Kansas City - Phoenix  800-451-0726

* Versatile
* Fast-acting
* Convenient

* Brick  * Glass
* Aluminum * Vinyl
* Ceramic Tile * Marble
* Steel * Porcelain
* Brass * Concrete
* Chrome

* Jell formula adheres to vertical surfaces         
   for longer contact time
* Quickly penetrates and dissolves graffiti
* Easy-to-use aerosol does not contain            
   ozone-damaging chlorofluorocarbons

* Schools * Office Buildings
* Institutions * Government Buildings
* Hospitals * Hotels
* Nursing Homes * Motels
* Restaurants * Churches
* Cafeterias * Airports
* Shopping Malls * Factories
* Show Rooms * Supermarkets 
* Country Clubs

Spray pattern...............Coarse spray
Appearance..............White, liquid jell
Fragrance....................Characteristic
Flammability....................Flammable

Storage stability..............................120ºF
Residue................................................Nil
Rinsability.................................Complete

Shelf life..................................1 year min 
pH......................................................N/A
Net weight.................................14.75 oz

Be careful when using this product on 
synthetic surfaces, plastics, rubber, 
asphalt, tile, and some painted surfaces. 
Test the surface in an inconspicuous 
area before application.

Authorized by the USDA for use in federally 
inspected meat and poultry plants. 
Classification C-1,  for use on al l 
surfaces in inedible product processing 
areas, nonprocessing areas, and/or 
exterior areas.

This exclusive blend of penetrating solvents quickly restores surfaces that have been marred by graffiti. Areas can be beautified by 
removing unsightly scuff marks and road tar. This product is safe on many surfaces and can be used in washrooms, on sidewalks, 
laminate tops, vehicles, mirrors, and buildings. The jell formulation clings to vertical surfaces for better penetration and 
removal of embedded graffiti. Furthermore, left over residue easily flushes away with water. This graffiti remover often "works 
magic" on vandalism-marred surfaces.
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Spray on graffiti remover and allow 
to penetrate for a few seconds. Wipe 
off with a clean, dry cloth. For stubborn 
graffiti, inks, stains, etc., repeat 
application. Allow to contact surface 
for a greater length of time and use a 
brush if necessary. Any residue 
easily flushes away with water.


